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18-69186

Abduction

Eric Place

18-69138

Narcotics

Seminole Woods
Pkwy

18-68977

Missing
Juvenile
Recovered
Disturbance
Domestic

Ryall Lane

V1, an Uber driver, called 911 stating she was Abducted. V1 stated
that she picked S1 from Marvin Gardens. S1 then pulled a small
handgun from her purse and told Kim to turn off her phone and
GPS and states “you’re on my time now”. She then made Kim drive
her around to different places against her will. Eventually they
make it to Eric Place, but S1 has V1 drive to the street behind it.
Then has her drive through someone’s yard, to get behind Eric Pl.
They unload all of S1 property, then drive back around the block to
the front of the house. V1 then drives off without being paid, calls
911, and meets deputies in Bunnell. Contact is made with S1 behind
Eric Place. She confirms Uber drove her around the neighborhood
and through the yard, but denies a gun, or it being against V1 will.
We never located a handgun, S1 was arrested for False
Imprisonment, Agg Assault and theft. Once at the FCIF Betty Jo
was hallucinating and had to be transported to FHF for clearance
Deputy conducted a traffic stop of a vehicle. During a narcotics
detection deployment, K9 Marko provided a positive canine alert.
A search of the vehicle revealed 8 grams of marijuana. S1 was
issued a Notice to Appear for Possession of Marijuana under 20
grams.
M1 called his mother to pick him up at Burger King in Palm Coast.
M1 was removed from NCIC/FCIC as missing.

18-69164

Remington Road

O1 and O2 were involved in a verbal argument over marital issues.
No threats of violence were made and no crimes occurred.

